In this paper, we consider a one-dimensional inverse problem of estimating an input signal that a priori is known to be smooth functions with a few jump discontinuities. A popular method of regularizing the inverse problem with such prior information is to use a total variation (TV) penalty as a regularizing functional. In this article, we adopt a different approach, considering the problem from the Bayesian statistics viewpoint and using a hierarchical Gaussian smoothness prior. We demonstrate that the approach allows to construct a local regularization scheme that is computationally effective and reproduces well the jump discontinuities. The approach avoids the non-differentiability problems encountered in TV methods. Once discretized, the algorithm is completely data driven, the parameter selections requiring no user intervention. The method is applied to an inverse problem in metabolic modelling, where the objective is to estimate the mitochondrial oxygen consumption during muscle activities based on noisy observations of the time decay of the oxygen concentration on the muscle surface.
Introduction
In this article, we consider the inverse problem of estimating a signal u = u(t), 0 ≤ t ≤ T , from samples of an output c, c(t) = G(u( · ), t) + e(t), 0 ≤ t ≤ T,
where G : R × R → R is a known response of a system and e is the additive noise. The particular application that we have in mind arises from the estimation of mitocondriac oxygen consumption in muscle tissue during muscle activities from the observed oxygen decay on muscle's surface. For related articles concerning this inverse problem, see, e.g., [3, 8, 15, 20, 21, 26, 27] , and reviews [2, 17, 28] for more literature as well as for relevant pharmacokinetics applications.
In particular, here we seek to estimate signals u that are smooth except at jump discontinuities corresponding to muscle contraction and relaxation. After discretization, (1) gives rise to an ill-conditioned system with a noisy right hand side vector, whose solution requires some form of regularization. A popular regularization method is Tikhonov regularization, with a regularizing operator designed on our prior knowledge of the solution properties. Since in our application the solution is expected to have a few jump discontinuities when the muscle passes from resting to activation state, or viceversa, a natural choice for the Tikhonov functional would be the Total Variation (TV),
where the integral is to be understood as the total variation of the positive measure defined by the derivative, see, e.g., [9] . The total variation regularization was introduced in image processing in [24] . For a few examples concerning the implementation, see, e.g., [7, 30] . The numerical implementation of the total variation regularization presents a few challenges. To begin with, the non-differentiability of the total variation functional requires the use of some sort of regularization parameter, see e.g. [29] . The selection of the parameter which determines how much the TV functional should be regularized is not straightforward, and neither is the selection of the Tikhonov regularization parameter. In fact, no TV based regularization method whith automatic parameter selection has been proposed yet in the literature. Furthermore, as pointed out in [14] , the ability of the TV regularization to preserve jumps is discretization dependent.
In the present paper, we propose an alternative way of choosing a regularizing functional which does not penalize the solution for jumping and, once discretized, is totally data driven.
The proposed approach is based on Bayesian hierarchical prior modeling and can be viewed as an alternative to total variation regularization.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we briefly describe the model for the 
Forward model and inverse problem
In this section, we explain the computational model that constitutes our forward model, explain the experimental setting that the model is simulating, and state the corresponding inverse problem.
We consider the mathematical model of oxygen transport and metabolism in an isolated skeletal muscle that simulate muscle oxygenation during muscle activities, i.e, during resting state, during contraction or stimulation, and during the recovery period. This model is presented in detail, including the experimental background, in [3] and briefly reviewed here.
To describe the experimental setting, consider an isolated skeletal muscle mounted in a glass chamber which is filled with a highly concentrated oxygenated solution. The muscle, initially at rest, is stimulated electronically to give a twitch contraction, resuming the resting state when the stimulation is stopped. The decay of oxygen in the chamber is measured continuously through a polarographic electrode (see [3, 8, 10, 15, 20, 21] ). The physiological inverse problem of interest is to estimate the time course of mitochondrial oxygen consumption from the observed oxygen decay in the chamber. The problem has been previously considered in [3, 4] .
To write a mathematical model corresponding to the forward problem, we assume that the muscle is a circular cylinder whose radius (R mu ) is small compared to its length (L mu ). Hence, the axial diffusion of oxygen is negligible compared to the radial diffusion. Also, we assume that the oxygen diffusion in the muscle is homogeneous with a constant molecular diffusion coefficient D. The model has the underlying assumption that the contribution of facilitated diffusion due to the presence of myoglobin in the muscle can be neglected (see [3] ). With the above assumptions in mind, we write a diffusion model for the oxygen concentration C mu = C mu (r, t) within the muscle tissue as
Here, the first term on the right is due to the radial diffusion of the oxygen in the muscle, and F mr and F ms (t) denote the fluxes of mitochondrial oxygen consumption at resting state and during muscle stimulation above the resting state, respectively. We have F ms (t) = 0 when the muscle is at rest.
In the chamber, in addition to the oxygen consumption by the muscle mitocondria, the oxygen concentration decays due to the consumption by the polarographic electrode and leakage from the chamber. The oxygen concentration C ch = C ch (t) in the chamber and on the muscle surface then satisfies the equation
where F tot denotes the total flux of oxygen decay from the chamber due to the consumption by the polarographic electrode and by the leakage from the chamber, and V ch denotes the chamber volume. Both F tot and V ch are assumed to be known a priori from apparatus baseline analysis.
The second term represents the muscle oxygen uptake through the muscle surface.
The initial-boundary conditions for the system of diffusion-consumption equations (2)- (3) are given by
∂C mu ∂r (r = 0, t) = 0.
The oxygen concentration in the muscle at resting state, C mr = C mr (r), is obtained from the steady state version of the differential equation (2) and boundary conditions (6)- (7),
where V mu = πR 2 mu L mu is the volume of the cylindrical muscle. In practice, we use a finite difference solver of the system (2)-(3) subject to initial-boundary conditions (4)- (7) . In the radial direction, we discretize the system by a standard central difference scheme, and in the temporal direction we use the forward Euler scheme together with a projection onto the positive subspace to guarantee that C mu ≥ 0 and C ch ≥ 0. For the stability of the marching scheme, the temporal and spatial discretization steps ∆t and ∆r need to satisfy the condition ∆t ≤ ∆r 2 /2D. The explicit formulas can be found in [4] .
The inverse problem that is addressed in this article can be stated as follows:
Based on the diffusion-consumption model (2)-(3) and the initial-boundary conditions (4)-
To interpret the problem as an inverse problem of the form (1), we write u(t) = F mr +F ms (t) and C ch (t) = G(u( · ), t). The forward map G is never calculated explicitly. Rather, the solution as well as its derivatives are passed on to the algorithm. Hence, the approach yields a non-linear matrix-free algorithm.
Hierarchical prior model
In this section, we briefly review the set up of statistical inversion methods, in particular those related to hierarchical Bayesian models. We then apply this formalism to the inverse problem arising from the forward model described in the previous section.
Statistical Inversion
Consider a general non-linear observation model with additive noise,
where y ∈ R M is the observed variable, α ∈ R N is the variable of primary interest that cannot be accessed directly, θ ∈ R K is a vector of parameters that determine the forward model Ψ, and e ∈ R M is the additive measurement noise. The inverse problem is to estimate α, and possibly θ, from the observation y.
In the Bayesian paradigm, the inverse problem is viewed as a statistical problem of inference.
As a starting point, we consider all the parameters as random variables, the randomness reflecting the lack of information about their values. Random variables generate probability densities that are the main concern in the Bayesian approach.
Assume that the noise e is a random variable that is stochastically independent of the parameters θ and α, and denote its probability density by π noise (e). Thus, the integral of π noise (e) over a set B ⊂ R M gives the probability for the event e ∈ B. Clearly, if θ and α are fixed, according to the observation model (9), the variable y must have the same distribution as that of noise e shifted around the point Ψ(θ, α), i.e., π(y | θ, α) = π noise (e), where e = y − Ψ(θ, α).
This conditional probability density is called the likelihood.
Assume further that before measuring y, we may have some information concerning the distribution of the variables θ and α. This information is expressed in terms of the prior probability density. Often, the prior information is to some extent qualitative in nature. For example, we may know that some components of α are more correlated than others, but the exact correlation structure is not known. Therefore, it is useful to let the prior probability density depend on additional unknown parameters. We denote the conditional prior probability density by π pr (θ, α | λ), where λ ∈ R L is a hyperparameter, whose determination is a part of the estimation problem. We may have also some information concerning the parameter λ, coded in the hyperprior density, π h (λ).
We can now put together the joint probability density of all the variables, giving
The goal is to estimate the unknown variables θ, α and λ based on the data y. This is done by using the Bayes' formula,
Here y = y observed , i.e., the observed value of the variable y must be substituted. The left hand side of Eq. (11) is called the posterior probability density. Among other things, it can be used to calculate the estimates for the unknowns, one of the most commonly used ones being the Maximum
provided that such maximizer exists. There are other useful estimates that are based on the posterior density. These shall be discussed briefly later. However, all of our computed examples here are based on MAP estimates. We refer to [12] for further discussion.
Inverse Model Setup
We now apply the general statistical inversion framework to the problem under consideration. For notational convenience, we denote the unknown function F ms by f , the unknown parameter F mr by θ, and the noisy observations of C ch at time instances t j by y j .
grid points
We then approximate f : [0, T ] → R + by a piecewise linear function,
where φ j (t) is a piecewise linear rooftop function such that φ j (τ k ) = δ jk . Observe that f (0) = f (T ) = 0, and α j = f (τ j ). The vector α = [α 1 , . . . , α n ] T ∈ R n + parameterizes the function f (t). The additive noise in the data is assumed to be Gaussian, mutually independent at different time instances t j , with zero mean and having the variances σ 2 j . Hence, the probability density of the noise is
where Ψ denotes the forward map. From Eq. (10) and (12), the likelihood is therefore given by
where
and
When setting the prior model, we assume that θ and α are independent. Let the prior of the unknown α depend on a hyperparameter λ which controls the smoothness of the signal f ,
Here we assume that no prior information about the parameter θ other than nonnegativity is available, i.e., the prior is flat, or π pr (θ) = π + (θ), where π + (θ) = 1 when θ ≥ 0 and zero otherwise.
The flat prior is not a proper probability density in the sense that it is not integrable. However, under appropriate conditions, the resulting joint probability density becomes a proper density.
Here, we shall not elaborate further on this topic.
To define the prior for α, we introduce the weighted integral
1 ≤ j ≤ n + 1. Then we have the following Riemann sum approximation
where L is the finite difference matrix
and D is the diagonal matrix
We expect that feasible solutions f may change rapidly at some locations. If we knew where the rapid changes occur, we could control the size of the sum (14) by setting the λ j corresponding to those locations to be smaller than where the solutions are supposed to be smooth. These considerations lead to the definition of a smoothness prior for α conditioned on λ of the form
where C(λ) is a norming constant. We refer to it as local smoothness prior because the smoothness may vary in time. Although usually the norming constant of the prior plays no role, here it does, since the weights λ j are unknown and therefore part of the estimation problem. To calculate the norming constant, we write
and use the identity
which follows from a change of variables, as shown in the Appendix. The determinant appearing in (16) can be computed in a closed form, which is given by det (DL)
The proof of this formula is also given in the Appendix. From (15) , (16) and (17), we have
, hence the prior probability density of α, conditioned on λ becomes
We assume that only the nonnegativity of the weights λ is known, thus π h (λ) = π + (λ).
Hence, Bayes' formula (11) asserts that the posterior probability density is given by
The MAP estimate of the parameters θ, α and λ minimizes
subject to the nonnegativity of θ and λ. Observe that the minimization of F with respect to all variables requires no additional information, e.g., regularization parameter, apart from the data y and requires no user interaction.
We remark that other Bayesian estimators based on the posterior density can be used, for example, the conditional mean (or minimum variance) estimator,
or estimators based on the marginalization of the posterior density with respect to some of the parameters, see e.g. [5] , [19] , [22] , [23] . While the conditional mean estimates are usually more stable, the suggested MAP estimate avoids the use Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) techniques and moreover, can effectively use the closed form (17) of the determinant containing the hyperparameters. Observe that if the forward model (θ, α) → ψ(θ, α) is linear, there is a closed form for the marginal density
which could be used to estimate first the hyperparameter. However, the marginal density is usually quite complicated and the MCMC approach to this traditional empirical Bayes may be preferable despite its cost. In matrix-free approaches, resorting to MCMC seems to be inevitable. We refer to [4] for a discussion of this point with a similar, but simpler, hypermodel than the one used here.
Before discussing the optimization problem of finding the MAP estimate, a few comments are in order. We are interested in estimating a function f that may have jump discontinuitities.
Although we approximated f by a piecewise linear function, the optimization problem depends only on discrete point values of f , the piecewise linear function being only an auxiliary intermediate tool,
i.e., no continuity of f is forced between the sample points. Also, here we fix the discretization level n. The discretization error and in particular the behavior of the densities at high sampling limit n → ∞ are issues that are not discussed in this article. However, we refer to [1] for numerical experiments concerning the sensitivity to discretization index of our approach, and to [13] for a discussion of discretization errors from the Bayesian viewpoint.
We conclude this section by mentioning that the MAP estimation problem amounts to generalized Tikhonov regularization as in the article [31] . However, the regularization term for the parameters λ arises naturally from the statistical analysis and no user provided parameters are needed.
Optimization
In this section, we discuss a quasi-Newton algorithm for minimizing the objective function F (θ, α, λ)
in (18).
We start by considering the first term in the right hand side of (18) . To obtain a quadratic approximation, we first write a linear approximation of the model output,
where (θ c , α c , λ c ) denote the current values of the parameters, and D θ Ψ and D α Ψ are the differentials with respect to θ and α, respectively. By substituting (19) into the first term in the right hand side of (18), we obtain
When considering the second term in the right hand side of (18), introduce the auxiliary variable κ = log λ ∈ R n+1 , whose current value is denoted by κ c . Writing κ = κ c + δκ, we have
which leads to the approximation
where D c = diag λ c,1 , . . . , λ c,n+1 and δK = diag δκ 1 , . . . , δκ n+1 .
In a similar fashion, letting α = α c + δα and neglecting second order terms, we obtain
This expression leads to a second order approximation of the second term in the right hand side of (18) . Indeed, if we define a diagonal matrix
and observe that
, and
. Now consider the logarithmic terms of (18) . In terms of the variable κ, we have
The first term is linear in the perturbation δκ and needs no approximation. For the second term
Hence, we have the quadratic approximation
where p ∈ R n+1 and P ∈ R (n+1)×(n+1) are given componentwise as
Combining the different pieces we have the quadratic approximation
are the gradient and approximate Hessian of
and δξ = [δθ, δα, δκ] T . In seeking of a minimizer for F (ξ), we set the gradient of the right hand side of (20) to zero, leading to the linear system
In accordance with the linesearch strategy for globally convergent quasi-Newton methods, before accepting
as a new approximation for ξ, we check if the Armijo condition,
for a constant 0 < α A < 1/2. If not, we reduce the length of the updating step δξ. For details on how to reduce efficiently the step length, see [6] , Chapter 6. We remark that in order to ensure the nonnegativity of those entries of ξ that are known not to take on negative values, it might be necessary to project the vector ξ + onto the appropriate nonnegative cone prior to checking the Armijo condition.
Since the coefficient matrix H of the linear system (21) is symmetric, its approximate solution can be computed iteratively with the MINimum RESidual (MINRES) algorithm [25] .
Starting from an initial approximate solution ξ 0 , MINRES computes a sequence of approximate solutions ξ 1 , . . . , ξ k , . . . at the cost of storing only three vectors of the size of ξ and computing the product of the matrix H with a vector at each iteration step. The iteration terminates when the relative residual error norm err k = Hξ k − G / Hξ 0 − G becomes sufficiently small. Note that since the matrix H is not necessarily positive definite, the Conjugate Gradient algorithm may break down when used to solve the system (21).
Computed examples
In this section, we apply the input estimation scheme using simulated data. In the computed example, let f (t) = F mu (t) = F mr + F ms (t) be a step function, shown in Figure 1 . The baseline value is F mr = 0.005 nmol/min, and during the muscle contraction, the consumption is assumed to jump suddently to a five fold peak value, retaining its resting level afterwards. By using the finite difference marching scheme, we calculate the corresponding oxygen concentration C mu (R mu , t)
on the muscle's surface. The dimensions of the muscle in these simulations are L mu = 1.0 cm, R mu = 0.05 cm, and the other parameters appearing in the equations are F tot = 0.08 nmoles/sec for the oxygen losses and D = 1 × 10 −5 cm 2 /sec for the diffusion coefficient. The initial value for the oxygen concentration is C ch ,0 = 220 nmoles/ml. The spatial grid points are generated using N r = 21, and the time step is adjusted to satisfy the stability criterium. We then add Gaussian noise with two different levels of standard deviation. The right panels of Figure 1 show the simulated noisy data with standard deviation STD = 0.05 and STD = 0.15, respectively. The number of data points in this simulation is M = 2400. The inverse problem is discretized in an evenly distributed grid with n = 24. We calculate the MAP estimate applying the above described algorithm using the simulated data. The estimates of the input function are plotted against the true input in the left panels of Figure 1 . We see that the jump discontinuity in both the low noise and high noise cases are well restored, and the estimate is very flat outside the jumps. Moreover, the flat levels are well reconstructed.
In Figure 2 , we have plotted the MAP estimate of the parameter κ controlling the correlation between the function values at adjacent discretization points. As expected, there is a clear drop of the coupling around the jump discontinuities of the true signal.
Finally, we demonstrate that there is a real gain in the proposed method, as compared to more traditional smoothness penalties. Therefore, we seek to minimize the objective function (18) under the constraint λ 1 = · · · = λ n+1 . This corresponds to traditional Tikhonov regularization with a single regularization parameter that is determined from a hyperprior model (see [12] for discussion). Figure 3 shows the reconstructions with the two different data shown in Figure 1 . We start to see the ringing effects typical to global Gaussian smoothness regularizers as the method tries to balance between local smoothness and sudden jumps. The smaller values correspond to places where the data suggests that the solution changes rapidly. To calculate the determinant, we use the Schur identity (see, e.g., [12] ), det B (n) = det β det β = det β β, where β is the Schur complement of the 1-by-1 block β, β = B (n−1) − wβ −1 w T ∈ R (n−1)×(n−1) .
It is easy to verify that Schur complement has an explicit formula,
By the induction assumption (23),
But since
we observe that
and the claim follows.
